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Introduction
What motivates people to use visual representations of 
data when they are not guided by financial incentives or 
work-based goals? Traditional visualizations appear to 
be designed around a central assertion that people want 
or need to explore patterns within a data set; this may 
be true in work situations (where motivations are inter-
twined with job motivations), but it is not necessarily 
justified during more ‘casual’ uses of a visualization, 
especially if there are time and effort costs to using a new 
system [1]. Understanding motivating factors should 
help designers to create visualizations that are more likely 
to be adopted by casual users.

We define the casual use of visualizations as visualiza-
tions used in leisure and domestic activity contexts (non-
work) or randomly encountered outside of work. Casual 
users are not expected to have any formal training in 
data analysis or visualization use. Thus, the visualizations 
we studied are similar to Pousman et al.’s [1] categoriza-
tion of casual information visualization (Casual InfoVis), 
but we also include geospatial visualizations.

We present the results of a qualitative study designed 
to investigate motivations surrounding visualizations used 
in casual contexts. Visualizations specifically designed 
for casual use include interactive electronic maps, graphs, 
and visualizations in the New York Times [2], FIFA World 
Cup visualizations [3], Stamen design’s digg visualiza-
tions [4], and tag clouds [5].

It is not immediately apparent what driving factors 
influence successful casual use of visualizations and user 
satisfaction. It is also not clear whether traditional visu-
alization design practices should be used [6] or whether 
a different design emphasis is required [7]. Our goal was 
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to address this gap by observing the casual use of visu-
alizations ‘in the wild’. However, most visualizations are 
not yet used by the general public. As such, observing 
their use may focus too much on early adopters’ habits 
and beliefs, which may differ substantially from general 
use. We instead examined how people use a superset of 
visualizations: visual representations of data (termed arti-
facts in this study). We defined an artifact as any means 
to visually represent or symbolize quantifiable informa-
tion without solely using alpha-numeric representations. 
This may include encoding data using size, color, 
shape, position, orientation, and motion. For the user 
study, a valid artifact was required to have two or more 
non-alpha numeric data encodings. Artifacts included 
non-interactive infographics, icons, and charts.

The results from our study revealed the importance 
of personally relevant data, designing for ‘productive 
relaxation’, and how opinions about system features 
changed depending on user goals. Our primary contri-
bution is a proposed model of motivation, the Promoter–
Inhibitor Motivation Model (PIMM), which provides 
an initial framework to potentially guide future Casual 
InfoVis design and research evaluations.

Artifacts versus visualizations
Focusing on artifacts enabled us to identify user goals 
and explore usage patterns independent of a particular 
system. An assumption underlying our work is that moti-
vations to use visual representations are very similar to 
motivations for using interactive visualization tools, even 
if aspects of the interaction differ:

 • Data artifacts can be non-interactive and more 
simplistic than typical visualizations. However, data 
analysis and interpretation are likely required for the 
artifacts as they are for conventional visualizations.

 • There is a well-established precedent (e.g. in 
grounded evaluations and computer-supported 
collaborative work) for initially researching non-
digital settings. This approach can help to identify 
user needs and practices in the pre-design research 
stage [8,9] and identify domain problems inde-
pendent of system designs [10].

 • ‘Target’ artifacts (defined later) were categorized 
for our study as interactive (8) or static (78). Using 
a Spearman (non-parametric) correlation, we found 
no significant interactions between interactivity and 
user goals, data type (abstract/concrete/geospatial), 
or circumstances of use (necessary to use/scheduled 
use/randomly encountered). Artifact use duration 
did correlate with interactivity, and this is discussed 
in the ‘Stages of artifact use’ section. Goals and use 
contexts categories were based on journal entries.

Studies of visualization use in 
casual contexts
Evaluations of visualizations specifically designed for 
casual use have been limited, and have typically used 
controlled laboratory study and survey approaches 
[11,12]. More holistic evaluations have predominately 
examined early adopters of particular systems, most 
notably Many Eyes [13–15]. For example, Danis et al. 
[16] noted that the participants they interviewed were 
not typical users: half were regular bloggers, most worked 
with data, and they all used Many Eyes far more than 
average. In addition, system evaluations may not suffi-
ciently isolate casual users in particular. For instance, a 
qualitative examination of Many Eyes users revealed it 
was frequently used for a person’s job [16]. Despite 
these limitations, however, we can still gain many insights 
about user motivation from these studies.

Factors influencing visualization use
Previous studies have identified the following factors 
that influence casual use of visualizations:

Usefulness. Based on blog posts, Many Eyes was repeat-
edly used to serve some task-based use, such as data analy-
sis and research (e.g. Viegas et al. [15]). Even systems 
designed for reflection, identity construction/expression, 
and aesthetic appeal may be evaluated in terms of per-
ceived usefulness. We defined usefulness as the perceived 
or expected benefit from using a visualization relating to 
task accomplishment. For example, with Neumann et al.’s 
[17] visualization of keyboard typing style, users expressed 
a desire to read back a message from the graphic despite 
utility not being a consideration in the system’s design.

Chart junk, aesthetics, and self-reflection. Ghahary 
[18] suggested finding the appropriate balance between 
aesthetics and utility. He noted that more abstract 
visualizations are often harder to remember and under-
stand, a finding further supported by Bateman et al. 
[19], who found that ‘chart junk’ aids memory. These 
results directly contradict the use of traditional InfoVis 
best practices for casual InfoVis advocated by research-
ers such as Stephen Few [6].

Numerous researchers have identified or advocated 
the importance of aesthetics [5,17] and self-reflection 
[1] as reasons why people may choose to use a visualiza-
tion in a casual context. For example, a visualization 
system for email archives called Themail [11] and the 
Imprint system [20] both encourage reflection and data 
exploration where productivity is irrelevant. Informative 
art also stresses the importance of self-reflection, or what 
Viégas et al. [13] term ‘data mirrors’ [18]. However, in 
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the above examples, aesthetics and self-reflection were 
examined either in an atypical environment (art galleries 
and laboratory settings) or by studying people already 
using a system. We were unsure how aesthetics and self-
reflection would be viewed during the daily lives of our 
participants.

Reduced learning costs. Grammel et al. [21] examined 
barriers encountered by non-experts when constructing 
and interpreting simple visualizations. Although their 
study focused on a work-related context, we believe that 
similar learning costs would be encountered by many 
casual users. Similar to Heer et al. [22] and Kang et al. 
[23], Grammel et al. [21] suggested several ways to 
reduce learning costs. They also found that participants 
performed tasks based on goal-directed hypothesis test-
ing, which our model also proposes.

Personal interest. We defined personal interest in a data 
set as information that aligns with a person’s interests, 
hobbies, cultural history, or personal experiences. 
Pousman et al. [1] claim that data need to be personally 
meaningful in order to be explored in a casual context. 
Supporting this claim, Danis et al. [16] showed that per-
sonal interest can direct non-work-related system use. 
Wattenberg’s [14] Name Voyager (http://babyname-
wizard.com/voyager) demonstrated the egocentric nature 
of casual visualization use as many users initially searched 
for their own name. Research involving a job-trend visu-
alization revealed a similar pattern [24]. However, upon 
repeat use of the Name Voyager, a subset of users exam-
ined names unrelated to themselves, presumably out of 
curiosity or owing to social incentives. Similarly, other 
researchers claim that citizen scientists and so-called 
‘data junkies’ may be more interested in the analysis 
process than in the data set itself [16,25]. Nonetheless, 
citizen scientists may constitute a small, atypical group 
of users. It is currently unclear how important personal 
interest in the data is for most users, a factor that is 
examined during our study.

Communities and socializing. Wattenberg [14] discovered 
that shared data, collaborations, and community discus-
sions were critical to system use. People shared data pat-
terns with others and proposed data-exploration challenges, 
suggesting that extrinsic social pressures may have helped 
drive repeat use. Viégas et al. [15] confirmed that group 
reflection and sociability (along with utility, personal 
reflection, creativity, and play) were important motivators 
for visualization creation. For example, Christian groups 
used Many Eyes visualizations even when the patterns 
revealed were not particularly informative (such as Jesus 
being a central New Testament figure). This suggests that 
the topic and community may influence visualization use 
more than the magnitude of data discovery.

Research approach
Our research was guided by a series of questions:

1. What factors motivate people to examine data in 
their non-work time?

2. What factors influence the continued use of 
systems?

3. What goals do users have when examining visuali-
zations and artifacts?

4. Can we model such behavior to enable hypothesis 
testing and design recommendations?

We conducted our study in three phases: recruitment, 
artifact collection, and a final interview. We used a cultural 
probes approach [8,26] (described below) for artifact 
collection: participants carried a digital camera (or camera 
phone) during the artifact collection phase and submitted 
daily journal entries. Participants submitted photographed 
artifacts with the journal entries whenever possible.

We conducted individual 1-hour semi-structured 
interviews within 9 days of each artifact collection period 
ending. The interviewer read electronic journal entries 
before the interviews to help guide the semi-structured 
discussions. Interviews were audio and video recorded.

Participants
Twenty-two childless residents of Victoria, British 
Columbia, Canada (14 women), aged between 19 and 
30 years (mean age = 22.9 years, standard deviation 
(SD) = 1.80), participated in the study. These selection 
criteria were chosen to promote results convergence and 
because we thought this demographic would have more 
free time and a less structured schedule than older people 
with children. We hoped that this would lead to more 
observed artifacts and more curiosity-based searches. 
Each person was required to have access to a digital 
camera for the 2-week research period. Sixteen partici-
pants were college and university students. Of the remain-
ing individuals, two were unemployed, one was on medical 
leave, one worked in construction, one worked in an office, 
and one was a long-stay tourist. Each participant chose 
a pseudonym for online journal anonymity. Participant 
names were ABC, Benjii, Broccoli, Dora, Flamingo, 
Galoobglaz, Gorffy, Grahame, Gravity, Leon, 
Meerkat, NZGinger, Poppy, Que_sera16, Rubix, S2, 
Toast, Toothpaste, Willie, YN, 116958, and Z10.

Cultural probes
We believe that usage context is a key component to 
understanding how and why people use visual represen-
tations of data. We also wished to provide a more holistic 
picture of how people use visual representations of data 
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in their daily lives than, for example, a laboratory study 
could provide. We considered an interview-only approach, 
but felt that recall biases would be too pronounced.

Cultural probe studies examine user activity by sup-
plying each participant with a kit (cultural probe) with 
which to record their activities and opinions [8,26]. 
Records can include photos, journal entries, and draw-
ings. Cultural probes, unlike journal studies, are inten-
tionally playful or evocative in order to encourage use. 
Cultural probes also intentionally bias participant 
reporting by emphasizing creativity, under the assertion 
that self-reporting is always biased [8].

Our approach is a variant on this methodology as 
cameras were not provided, and materials were not overly 
playful or exotic. Participants were required to have 
access to a digital camera to join the study. Unlike a 
journal study, photos were highly emphasized whereas 
the journal simply recorded a brief summary of initial 
thoughts. Each participant was given an artifact kit with 
printed journal entry forms, instructions, a business 
card-sized summary sheet, and a pen. Journal entries 
could be completed electronically or on paper, but elec-
tronic submissions were encouraged. Reminder emails 
were sent if the participant missed more than one con-
secutive electronic journal entry.

Using cultural probes had several advantages: the 
daily journal would remind users to remain aware, and 
the photos and short journal entries would be simple 
enough to not discourage artifact finding but sufficient 
enough to get immediate impressions about an artifact 
before long-term recall errors became too pronounced. 
Interviews could flush out any additional details, with 
the photographs providing a reminder. This approach 
also provides multiple data sources, enabling the trian-
gulation of results.

An open-ended approach was necessary as we 
expected substantial artifact diversity and we wished to 
not constrain or direct user actions. Our results about 
data artifact use cannot be generalized away from the 
participant group and the time of the study, as is the 
case with all cultural probe studies. However, trends and 
patterns observed through qualitative analysis can aid 
hypothesis and model generation, our primary concern 
at this research stage.

Artifact definition and instructions to participants. For 
participants, we defined a data artifact as any visual 
representation of data that encodes more than one unit 
of information (the most simplistic graphical image 
that conveys meaning [27]) in a non-alpha-numeric way. 
Artifacts could be physical or electronic. Artifacts could 
not be used for job or school work-related purposes, but 
could still be found during work breaks. Each artifact 
could be reported only once.

The primary researcher met each participant sepa-
rately, provided the cultural probe, gave an experimental 
overview, and answered any questions. People were 
instructed that if they were unsure whether something 
was an artifact, they should assume that it was. After two 
electronic artifacts were submitted, feedback was given 
to participants, encouraging them and indicating which 
artifacts were on the right path. We emphasized that par-
ticipants should go about their daily lives and not actively 
search for artifacts, but they should still be actively aware 
of their surroundings. This was done to collect an accu-
rate representation of each person’s daily life patterns.

Data analysis. We analyzed interviews, journal entries, 
and artifact photos for patterns and commonalities using 
a process inspired by grounded theory [28] and following 
grounded evaluation guidelines [9]. We triangulated our 
results using more than one participant and multiple 
data sources (e.g. journal entries, interviews, and images). 
These results subsequently formed the foundation of our 
proposed PIMM. As an initial approach to the data 
analysis, we grouped artifacts according to their charac-
teristics, the context of their use, and the explicated user 
goals. Journal entries form the basis of our descriptive 
statistics.

We first transcribed the interviews and removed non-
relevant conversations. We then iteratively tagged the data 
using the qualitative analysis tool Weft QDA (http://www.
pressure.to/qda/). We used open coding to generate ad hoc 
tag names [9,28], and then hierarchically grouped, organ-
ized, and merged tags using the process of theoretical 
coding to help identify commonalities between topics 
[28]. These categories eventually formed the basis of our 
analysis of promoting and inhibiting factors, system fea-
ture clusters, user goals, and circumstances of use.

Artifact photos were also analyzed. We printed each 
submitted photo, and artifact submissions without photos 
were roughly sketched by hand or found online, based 
on participant descriptions (all journal entries without 
images described well-known objects). We organized 
these artifacts by various characteristics, including for-
mat (e.g. geospatial), purpose of use, context of use, 
number of dimensions, complexity, and use factors. Use 
factors included the degree of user focus, time used, 
trust, importance of the data, and user interest. We also 
noticed that duration and use frequency seemed to be 
related to the artifacts used. This led to us ordering pho-
tos by use patterns, providing the basis for our stages of 
use (described later).

Data cleaning. As expected, numerous submissions did 
not fit our definition of an artifact, nor would all valid 
artifacts be considered conventional visualizations. We 
chose a group of approximately 10 artifacts that matched 
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traditional visualization criteria and used commonalities 
between them as the criteria for target artifacts. We defined 
target artifacts as visual abstractions of quantifiable 
data that demonstrated at least one of the following:

1. Multiple uses/interpretations per data object, while 
remaining precise and unambiguous. For example, a 
weather forecast can both help someone to choose 
their clothes that day and explore how weather 
patterns have changed in the past year.

2. Meta-patterns and trends between data objects. This 
may include determining the family of plants that 
grows best in a city based on a planting chart.

3. High information density. This may include artifacts 
representing many data objects or each data object 
having a high dimensionality.

Artifacts with none of these characteristics but which 
clearly fit the definition given to participants were des-
ignated as borderline artifacts. Borderline artifacts 
included cell-phone icons, an electric guitar tuner, totem 
poles, an iPod progress bar, and video-game icons. Finally, 
submissions that did not meet the definition were desig-
nated inappropriate, and were not analyzed. Borderline 
artifacts were analyzed for the sake of completeness. 
However, all results exclusively refer to target artifacts, 
unless otherwise noted.

Model generation. Through our coding of interview 
data, we identified factors that influenced a participant’s 
motivation and enjoyment when using an artifact, and 
these form the basis for our regulating factors (see 
below). Similarly, we clustered reported user goals, form-
ing the basis for the proposed user goal categories. 
Finally, we used interviews, journal entries, and artifact 
images to identify which elements affected goals and 
regulating factors. These elements (context, user char-
acteristics, visual artifact characteristics, and data rep-
resented) form the basis of our source factors, which we 
believe can exhaustively describe the state of artifact use 
at any time. Connections between regulating factors, 
user goals, and source factors are speculative, with inspi-
ration taken from goal-setting theory [29] and some 
support derived from interviews.

Caveats to research approach
We note a few caveats that should be considered when 
interpreting our results. A direct causal relationship 
between source factors, goals, and regulating factors is 
not possible using participant recall, and self-reflection 
biases may distort results. These issues were minimized 
by having participants note artifacts immediately and write 
daily journal entries. Our results provide foundational 

evidence for our proposed model of casual visualization 
use but cannot generalize beyond the population studied. 
For example, one might reasonably expect motivational 
factors to differ for older adults or children. Our 22 par-
ticipants constitute a relatively small, and somewhat homo-
geneous, subset of the population. Few of our participants 
had full-time jobs, meaning that their behaviors and time 
constraints may be different from a wider user population. 
Furthermore, there are some clear differences between 
our artifacts and what would typically be called visualiza-
tions for casual use. For example, the non-interactive 
nature of many artifacts means data had to be simplistic 
to avoid clutter, which may limit open data exploration 
possibilities. Nonetheless, we believe that the current 
research provides useful predictions about user motiva-
tions in casual contexts and is able to avoid the serious 
problems associated with focusing on early adopters.

Results
Artifacts reported
Types of artifacts. Our 22 participants reported 172 
artifacts (86 target, 49 borderline, and 37 inappropriate). 
Examples are shown in Figure 1. Each participant sub-
mitted a mean of 1.7 inappropriate (SD = 1.9), 2.2 bor-
derline (SD = 2.0), and 3.9 target artifacts (SD = 3.0) 
during the 2 weeks. Two participants submitted no target 
artifacts. A total of 230 journal entries (including ‘no 
artifact found’) were reported.

Forty-two of the valid (target and borderline) artifacts 
could be considered charts or graphs, the vast majority 
of which were pie charts and bar charts. Twenty-seven 
maps and floor plans were reported, both electronic and 
physical. Although 19 icon or status monitoring artifacts 
(such as cell-phone screens) were reported, all but one 
were borderline. Finally, we noted 10 game artifacts, of 
which four qualified as target artifacts.

Context of artifact use. Journal entries and interviews 
revealed that participants generally encountered artifacts 
during scheduled relaxed leisure time such as reading, 
surfing the Internet, and watching TV. Journal entries 
revealed that 54 target artifacts were encountered during 
relaxed leisure time, followed by artifacts found doing 
chores and necessary tasks (11), taking a break (9), social 
time (7), and just ‘wasting time’ (avoiding boredom) (5). 
Most encounters with artifacts were not random. The 
86 target artifact journal responses indicated that par-
ticipants were relaxed 36 times, going at their typical 
pace 31 times, very relaxed 12 times, and in a rush 8 
other times.

Few participants encountered artifacts while pro-
crastinating; instead, most people allocated free time to 
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themselves. As an example, participant 116958 explored 
the Wolfram Alpha computational knowledge engine 
[30] for over a half an hour, based on a friend’s suggestion. 
She allocated this time to not doing coursework, and thus 
felt no pressure to return to work. Similarly, YN, Gorffy, 
Que_sera16, Grahame, and NZGinger all made Internet 
use an accepted part of their daily routine.

It is possible that participants were too distracted to 
notice the artifacts they used when not relaxing; however, 
we found no evidence for this. Additionally, reflection biases 
may have meant that artifact use was retrospectively con-
sidered planned when in fact it was just procrastination.

The Promoter–Inhibitor Motivation Model
Interview questions predominately focused on the cir-
cumstances surrounding an artifact’s use and why the 
participant decided to use it. Subsequently, interview 
tags about goals, factors influencing artifact use, and 
circumstances were the most common. We grouped tags 
within each of these categories (using affinity diagram-
ming) and then searched for between-category corre-
spondences. This approach led to our proposed model.

We summarize our findings about visualization moti-
vations in casual contexts as PIMM, a model which 
describes a theoretical underpinning behind Casual 
InfoVis use. The model consists of two parts: the primary 
PIMM model (see Figure 2) and the stages of use (see 
Figure 3). We first provide an overview of our cost–
benefit model and then describe in detail the goals, 
source factors, and regulating factors that we identified 
in our study, with specific examples.

Model overview
PIMM operates under the theorized assertion that a 
user will continue to use a visualization provided that 
perceived benefits exceed perceived costs. Thus, a sub-
jective weighing of factors promoting use and factors 

Figure 1. An assortment of submitted target artifacts and their primary goals (A–D). Artifacts are: (1A) a newspaper 
article posted on a wall showing physics degree career possibilities; (2A) a bar chart describing the cost to process illegal 
immigrants in the US; (1B) a joke pie chart found online; (2B) an online flow diagram showing how Lord of the Rings 
characters interacted over time; (1C) a planting chart found in a book; (2C) a local bus map found online; (1D) a building 
map found outside a classroom, used to waste time; and (2D) a hand-drawn graph of forgotten content generated by a 
friend’s mother to explain a topic.

Figure 2. The proposed relationship between source factors, 
regulating factors, goals, and artifact use. Regulating factors 
are determined via source factors interpreted through user 
perception and cognition. Source factors influence goal 
production while goals affect the weights of regulating 
factors. Regulating factors subsequently modify user 
motivations to accomplish their goals. Artifact use alters 
source factors and potentially leads to goal accomplishment. 
The source factor diagram (right side) illustrates that data 
are influenced by the system representation or visualization 
and that all source factors are interpreted by the user’s 
thought processes and experience.
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inhibiting use in relation to constructed user goals deter-
mines a user’s motivation and subsequent actions. These 
evaluations likely have a large subconscious component 
and are not likely to be directly summative in nature.

We expect construction of the user’s goal to be influ-
enced by ‘source’ factors of context, system design, data, 
and user characteristics (see Figure 2). ‘Regulating fac-
tors’, such as learning effort, then promote or inhibit 
the motivation to accomplish these goals. Users weigh 
(perhaps subconsciously) the importance of each regu-
lating factor based on their goals. Finally, visualization 
use affects the context surrounding subsequent visuali-
zation use, providing a feedback mechanism. Promoter 
and inhibitory factors are also expected to change in 
magnitude and importance based on the use duration 
and whether the visualization had been used before. 
Thus, goals promote different use patterns over time 
(see Figure 3).

Gorffy’s planting chart (see Figure 1, image 1C) will 
provide an illustrative example of the PIMM. Thought 
processes in this example are inferred based on the inter-
view. The sections of Figure 2 being discussed will be 
identified in bold font.

Gorffy originally sought out the planting chart based 
on an acquaintance’s recommendation (source factor: 
context) to aid Gorffy’s new gardening hobby (source 
factor: user). This chart identified vegetables that can 
be grown locally, the planting schedule, and the required 
growing conditions (source factor: data). The artifact 
was paper based and static, simplifying repeat referential 
use (source factor: representation).

Gorffy’s primary goal was to learn when to plant 
different seeds. Usefulness and correctness regulating 
factors weighed heavily based on these goals (the goal 
to regulating factors arrow). Gorffy also found the 
chart aesthetically pleasing (promoter). The fact that 
the artifact was useful and correct (promoters) and 
that inhibitory ‘system learning costs’ were modest 
meant that Gorffy was motivated to use the artifact 
(regulating factors to motivation arrow).

When Gorffy acquired the information he wanted, 
his primary goal was accomplished (artifact use to 
goal arrow) and motivation surrounding the goal ceased. 
However, the artifact also piqued his curiosity and he 
articulated a second goal of ‘learning what can be grown 
locally’. Regulating Factors would be weighted differ-
ently with this learning goal. Gorffy would continue 
using the artifact (motivation was non-zero), provided 
inhibitory factors such as ‘limited time’ did not outweigh 
the benefits of satisfying his curiosity. When inhibitors 
exceeded promoters for all goals, artifact use ceased. 
Artifact use altered source factors and a positive experi-
ence increased the artifact’s perceived usefulness (arti-
fact use to source factors arrow).

Source factors
We found that four main source factors were sufficient 
to describe any instance of artifact usage: context, user 
characteristics, the artifact’s representation, and the data. 
Source factor categories were decided based on the tra-
ditional data/representation/user distinctions, and with 
context subsuming all additional factors. Categories 
were subsequently verified based on the interview tags. 
Source factors, when viewed through the lens of user 
perception and cognition, can serve to regulate motiva-
tion (regulating factors; discussed later), and we hypoth-
esize that they influence goal generation.

Context represents circumstances outside of the user 
or artifact. This could include the physical environment 
(e.g. riding in an elevator or sitting at a desk at home), 
time of day (e.g. planning an outfit based on the weather 
forecast), and the user’s activities (e.g. playing a video 
game, waiting for a lecture to start, or running to class).

Data is the abstract information being displayed. 
Relevant characteristics of data included accuracy, cor-
rectness, precision, the type of data (e.g. geospatial), and 
the subject matter. We hypothesize that system features 
lead directly to how data are interpreted, making rep-
resentation (below) and data highly intertwined.

Representation is the artifact itself and how data 
were encoded within it. Relevant characteristics included 
novelty, interactivity, data clarity, data complexity, chart 
junk, and information density.

User characteristics included hobbies, ability to 
withstand boredom, need for efficiency, self-confidence, 
self-efficacy (the belief that one can do a task), and learn-
ing style.

User goals
Based on existing motivational theories [29,31] and our 
interviews, we separated goals into intrinsic and extrinsic 
categories. Although intrinsic and extrinsic categories 
are usually applied to motivation, we consider all moti-
vations to be related to goal accomplishments.

We defined an intrinsic goal as the plan to use an 
artifact based on factors directly relating to the artifact’s 
information. Conversely, a plan based on factors not 
related to the artifact is an extrinsic goal. Extrinsic goals 
may include alleviating social pressures, avoiding bore-
dom, and acquiring monetary benefits. Intrinsic motiva-
tors were far more common and were subcategorized 
into utility, learning and understanding, and entertain-
ment. The goal categorization and examples are shown 
in Figure 4, and each category will be discussed below.

We do not provide an exhaustive taxonomy for all pos-
sible visualization goals, but our categories do encompass 
all the reported artifacts’ goals. Information visualization 
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research typically focuses on tasks such as gaining insights 
about the data, communicating information, and exter-
nalizing cognition (visually working through a problem). 
We did not categorize goals in this way because these 
categories did not exhaustively describe our results. Instead 
we followed a grounded process, allowing categories to 
emerge from the data.

Each artifact may have more than one goal. For example, 
a participant initially used the Lord of the Rings flow diagram 
(see image 2B, Figure 1) based on peer recommendations 
but then also used it out of curiosity and for entertain-
ment. NZGinger’s ‘Maturity Through Goats’ artifact 
(see image LS:E, Figure 5) was found using the applica-
tion ‘stumble upon’, initially examined for entertainment, 
and then more thoroughly examined to see where he fit 
into the maturity hierarchy (learning and understanding). 
Furthermore, goals can often overlap: z10’s Kabbalah Tree 
of Life artifact (see image LR:E, Figure 5) enabled him to 
contemplate the religion (learning and understanding), 
which he found enjoyable (entertainment), and was a visual 
aid for the text-based discussions he read (utility).

We designated a primary goal for each target and 
borderline artifact and found that utility was the largest 
cluster with 55 artifacts. We were able to classify 113 of 

the artifacts (see Figure 4); the remaining 23 were ignored 
or no clear goal was indicated.

Intrinsic goals.
Learning and understanding goals involved a desire 
to use an artifact to acquire new information (learning) 
but not to complete another task. This included alleviat-
ing curiosity, acquiring information, and reflection 
(learning more about one’s self or contemplating a 
complex and subjective topic such as religion). Curiosity 
and information acquisition were by far the most com-
monly articulated learning goals. We define information 
acquisition as a change in cognitive functions due to 
external stimuli that can potentially be used at a later 
date. These changes typically include the appropriation 
or modification of a skill, memory, or strategy. 
Occasionally, participants encountered artifacts at ran-
dom, but most curiosity-based data examinations were 
performed during scheduled relaxed leisure time (27 
of 38 learning artifacts). Curiosity-based goals were 
often regulated by higher priority tasks, such as getting 
to a class, and the visual appeal of the representation.

Utility goals involved well-defined, close-ended activi-
ties and were often associated with routine or well-practiced 

Figure 4. Hierarchy of participant goals. Example goals, such as humor, are provided to illustrate the four major 
categories. Numbers indicate the number of artifacts whose primary goal belonged to each category.

Figure 3. Stages of artifact use. Artifacts continue to be used until inhibitors exceed promoters. With each use stage, 
promoters and inhibitors can change. Repeat looping occurs when long-duration stages are reached. Experience with the 
artifact subsequently influences whether it will be used again (black arrow).
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tasks. Thus, the steps required to reach a clearly articulated 
utility goal were well understood. We defined utility as 
objective task performance improvements (such as effi-
ciency) associated with using an artifact. Artifacts used for 
utility purposes could be tools, instructions, scheduling 
aids, maps, status monitors, and means to organize and 
filter data. Four of the five participants asked to choose their 
favorite artifact chose their favorite based on its perceived 

utility. For example, Flamingo said ‘probably Google maps. 
It’s just so damn useful you know?’.

When an artifact was used primarily for utility pur-
poses, features that reduced productivity were strongly 
disliked. This effect appeared less pronounced for other 
goals such as entertainment. Hence, aesthetics at the 
expense of utility was almost universally disliked. Toast 
summed up this opinion succinctly, stating ‘The point 

Figure 5. Examples of the five observed stages. Identified but not used recognition stage artifacts were a globe (R:A), a 
building map emergency evacuation plan (R:B), a ‘Periodic Table of Mixology’ comedic poster (R:C), and another 
emergency evacuation plan (R:D). Short-duration single-use (SS) stage artifacts were used once and for less than a 
minute. Artifacts included the discussed immigration chart (SS:A), a comedic pie chart (SS:B), a chart showing peak oil 
production in the USSR/Russia (SS:C), and a pie chart used during a Japanese television show (SS:D). Short-duration 
repeat-use (SR) stage artifacts were used repeatedly but for less than a minute each time. Artifacts included a weather 
forecast widget (SR:A), an online 2-week weather forecast (SR:B), a local bus map (SR:C), a pie chart showing the country 
of origin for readers of YN’s blog (SR:D), and customized color-coded emails and symbols in Gmail (SR:E). Long-duration 
single-use (LS) artifacts were used once for more than a minute and included a map showing earthquake risk in the local 
city (LS:A), graphs displayed when learning to use Wolfram Alpha (LS:B), a ‘stumbled upon’ infographic describing which 
countries are the primary producers for different resources (LS:C), drywall mounting screw instructions (LS:D), and a 
humorous description of maturity characteristics using goat illustrations (LS:E). Finally, long-duration repeat-use (LR) 
artifacts were used repeatedly and for more than a minute at least once. Artifacts included a planting chart (LR:A), a map 
of local bike trails including trail difficulty and elevation information (LR:B), a building map for a regularly used but 
confusing building (LR:C), a culture progression line graph in the video game Civilization IV (LR:D), and a Kabbalah Tree of 
Life diagram used to reflect on the philosophy surrounding the faith (LR:E).
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of the object is that it works, not that it’s nice [looking].’ 
Similarly, NZGinger said comments such as ‘Information 
is a tool’ and ‘I like my information quick’.

Entertainment goals encompassed the user’s desire 
to be amused. Artifacts used for entertainment included 
comedic artifacts such as those at Graph Jam [32], play-
ful artifacts, board games, graphs within video games, 
unintentionally humorous artifacts, and artifacts used 
for fun personal expression/identity construction (such 
as a handmade chore wheel, not shown).

Artifacts designed for entertainment are unconven-
tional from a traditional visualization perspective; how-
ever, entertainment seemed to be a strong motivator for 
use. Most comedic artifacts were quite simplistic and 
used once; however, dynamic in-game artifacts, such as 
Gorffy’s Civilization IV line graph (see image LR:D, 
Figure 5), were often used the most frequently and for 
the longest periods of time out of all the reported arti-
facts. NZGinger examined his humorous yet complex 
‘Maturity Through Goats’ diagram longer than any of 
his other artifacts (see Image LS:E, Figure 5).

Extrinsic goals.
Extrinsic goals predominately involved social pressures 
and avoiding boredom. As an example of social pres-
sures, 116958 claimed that she felt the need to pay 
attention when a friend’s mother created a series of 
hand-drawn charts to explain a complex topic (see 
image 2D, Figure 1). These charts did not make much 
sense to her and she stated, ‘It kind of made me pay 
attention more but it didn’t really explain her point.’ 
Other extrinsic pressures included procrastination and 
wasting time. Wasting time was common and explained 
why some participants examined artifacts they did not 
have a strong personal interest in; often these were 
objects in the nearby environment. Gravity reported a 
floor map, explaining, ‘I don’t normally look at these 
things for fun. It’s definitely for information or sheer 
boredom in the elevator.’ Despite this, some level of 
personal interest was still present at most times. For 
example, while waiting for a lecture to begin, Benjii 
studied a map of the local area’s tectonic stability to 
see if her home was in a safe area.

Regulating factors
Goal-setting theory suggests that the ability to achieve 
one’s goals is an important driving force behind any 
activity [29]. However, participants reported numerous 
other factors not exclusively related to their goals that 
they claimed influenced their motivation to use an arti-
fact. We characterize regulatory factors as promoters 
(which encourage artifact use) and inhibitors (which 
discourage use). A subset of the most prominent or 
interesting regulating factors will be discussed below. 

A complete list (with the number of participants report-
ing each) is available in Table 1.

Promoters. Personal interest was one of the most evident 
promoters, noted for almost all reported artifacts. For 
example, Gorffy’s planting chart (image 1C, Figure 1) 
directly aided his gardening hobby, and Gravity’s chart 
on the costs to handle illegal immigration (image SS:A, 
Figure 5) was meaningful because he had lived in 
Mexico. YN summarized this idea, saying, ‘If it’s com-
plicated and meaningful to me then I may take the time 
to learn about the data.’ Personal interest appeared to 
be associated with all four types of goals. It was a key 
factor in artifact use for 95 target and borderline 
artifacts.

Usefulness was important for utility goals (e.g. email fil-
tering by color to improve email monitoring) and learning 
and understanding goals (e.g. pie charts in Poppy’s bank 
statements and information about who read YN’s blog). 
Useful visualizations did not necessarily improve perceived 
task efficiency. For example, a user with a learning goal 
would find a visualization that improves understanding 
useful, even if the system took longer to use. Participants 
primarily judged usefulness based on what the data could 
be used for, but context, personal priorities, and represen-
tation also influenced this evaluation. For example, a cam-
pus map with a strong emphasis on parking areas was still 
able to help Gorffy find a building, and thus was useful.

Usefulness also depended on whether the level of 
detail was appropriate. Numerous participants reported 
that approximations were ‘good enough’. For instance, 
when discussing an interactive chart in an airport, YN 
said, ‘Yeah, of course your data can give me a lot of 
information, but as a tourist actually I don’t want to 
know the exact statistics. . . an overview. . . is more than 
enough.’ Conversely, however, Flamingo took extra time 
and effort to check online weather information rather 
than use a desktop widget, stating, ‘I would usually just 
go to the website for the weather too because [the widget] 
doesn’t give you very much information.’

Curiosity was a major promoter for initial use, but was 
highly dependent on personal meaning of the data and 
individual differences. For example, Gorffy claimed to 
actively seek out new data and responded to surveys out 
of curiosity, whereas YN explored non-utilitarian artifacts 
only when she was wasting time. Curiosity appeared to 
be a relevant regulating factor for all four goal categories 
but it predominately appeared to affect first-time use.

Data correctness/trust: Participants articulated that trust 
in the data’s accuracy mattered only when the data were 
personally meaningful or there was a high cost to receiv-
ing incorrect information. For example, Gorffy wanted 
to know the data source of a global mortality rate visuali-
zation because he believed the data were too important 
not to note this. Trust affected all goal categories.
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Cost of a misinterpretation: Usage time increased 
when the cost of misinterpretation increased. Seven 
users stated that they did not care about interpreta-
tion or data errors as much when the data were less 
important. For example, Broccoli was not concerned 
about reading the various gauges when playing a golf 
video game because she was not very engaged in the 

game and errors were not a major concern. It is con-
ceivable that some artifacts may be avoided altogether 
if the perceived error costs are too high. This factor 
was not considered a pure promoter for this reason 
(see Table 1).

Aesthetics was a relatively minor promoter and no 
participants claimed it was a primary factor. Furthermore, 

Table 1. Regulating factors identified via interviews and journal entries.

 

Regulating factor Examples Goals Stages

Utl. Lrn. Ent. Ext. Recog. SS LS SR LR

Context Efficiency (11) Blog charts, ticket purchase 
system

P P

Higher priority tasks (8) Physics charts, earthquake map I I I  

Social pressures (8) Wolfram Alpha, world map 
showing where friends travelled

P P P P

Time constraints (6) Floor plans, campus map, 
Slashdot survey

I I I  

Usefulness (14) Campus map, weather forecast P P P

User focus on artifact (6) Planting chart, dry-wall 
instructions

P P

Data
 
 
 
 
 

Completeness (4) Planting chart, weather forecasts P P P P

Complexity (5) Bike trail map, complex building 
map

I I P I P

Correctness/trust (10) Mortality rate vis., GPS, battery 
icon

P P P

Curiosity (20) Planting chart, Slashdot survey P P P P

Data set comfort (8) Scrabble board, campus maps, 
Civilization IV line graphs

P P P  

Perceived cost of misuse/
misinterpretation (9)

Bus map, Google maps, GPS, 
weather forecast

I P P

Representation
 
 
 
 
 

Aesthetic appeal (10) Planting chart, blog charts P P P P P

Appropriate detail (8) Downtown Vancouver map, GPS P P P P

Artifact learning effort (9) Earthquake map, planting chart I I I  

Chart junk (5) Complex emergency floor plan I I

Data clarity (6) Planting chart, dry-wall screw 
instructions

P P  

Insufficient data context (4) Newspaper article, peak oil in 
USSR chart

I I  

User Personal interest (18) Planting chart, blog charts, 
physics chart, Tree of Life 
diagram

P P P P P

Potential use (3) Bus map, Wolfram Alpha P P  

Regulating factors are grouped based on the source factor that influenced them the most. The number of participants reporting each 
factor is indicated in parentheses. Promoter cells are colored green, inhibitor cells are colored red, and factors that can promote and 
inhibit are in white cells. Letters P and I indicate expected state influences based on the Promoter–Inhibitor Motivation Model; these are 
in gray cells if the effect is predicted but not verified. A matrix (right) identifies which goals and stages of artifact-use regulating factors 
were associated with. SS: short-duration single use; LS: long-duration single use; SR: short-duration repeat use; LR: long-duration 
repeat use.
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aesthetics at the expense of utility was often highly dis-
liked. Flamingo, NZGinger, Gorffy, and YN were the 
only participants who stated that visual beauty was a 
reason they enjoyed an artifact, and in all cases they 
preferred ‘clean’ and simplistic visualizations. NZGinger 
did state that ‘eye appeal is always good’, but later noted 
that it was secondary to efficiency. Gorffy stated, ‘I liked 
it because it’s pretty simple. When I’m just like relaxing, 
browsing through news articles I don’t want to see super 
complex charts; that kind of bling.’ Context of use and 
data may play a key role in how aesthetics and complex-
ity are perceived.

Inhibitors. Time constraints and higher priority tasks 
were the strongest and most common inhibitors. 
Frequently, participants stopped using an artifact 
because they had another task to perform (e.g. Leon 
examined a distribution of international students while 
searching for information for an essay) or when time 
was limited (e.g. a lecture was about to begin when 
Benjii examined the earthquake risk map: image LS:A, 
Figure 5). Time constraints affected all goal categories. 
Higher-priority tasks were not noted for utility goals; 
we suspect that these tasks had a high priority already.

Artifact learning effort tended to inhibit artifact use, 
particularly for lower-priority artifacts used only once, 
such as most of the reported charts. Broccoli explicitly 
stated that she avoided ‘hard-core sciences’ artifacts, 
stating, ‘I guess I’m intimidated by things that I don’t 
understand.’ Learning effort seems inversely related to 
novelty; familiar systems lack novelty, but have reduced 
barriers to use and are therefore more likely to be exam-
ined, as also reported by Grammel et al. [21]. Interestingly, 
format familiarity or learning effort regulated motivation 
for all goal categories, suggesting that this regulating 
factor is pervasive.

Insufficient data context: We were somewhat surprised 
that participants never sought out data; instead, they 
sought a topic of interest and used artifacts only when 
encountered in their search. Participants were therefore 
interested in commentaries and summaries. Rubix said, 
‘Usually with the text you have a full explanation, so 
then you can make your own decision if you believe it 
or not [. . .] if they don’t give a very good explanation 
you usually don’t trust it.’ Similarly, Toothpaste viewed 
charts as supplementary to a persuasive argument, 
explaining, ‘No I think I would rather have kind of a 
holistic [approach]. You know, here’s some data to back 
up this article.’ Thus, visualizations seem to be better 
served via linkages to text information about a topic 
rather than a repository of visualizations being grouped 
together. Earlier suggestions of a ‘martini glass’ design 
approach also seem justified given these results [33]. 
This approach initially guides a user’s data exploration 
but progressively opens up to more unstructured or 

open-ended data explorations. Galoobglaz took this 
approach when reading about whale migration patterns. 
She initially examined a whale range map to see if 
Bryde’s whales were nearby and then examined all their 
ranges afterwards.

Stages of artifact use
If artifact use is simply a matter of cost–benefit trade-
offs, what causes people to keep using an artifact or to 
suddenly stop? Our results indicated that regulating fac-
tors and goals change over time as experience with the 
artifact changes. Artifacts grouped by frequency and 
duration of use had substantially different promoters, 
inhibitors, and goals. Perhaps an artifact’s characteristics 
afford a certain type of use or people actively choose 
artifacts that support an intended use. In either case, by 
identifying factors associated with different stages, we 
hope to better predict how systems can be designed to 
support the expected time frame of use.

We grouped artifacts into five clusters based on 
reported use patterns: recognition, short-duration single 
use (SS), long-duration single use (LS), short-duration 
repeat use (SR), and long-duration repeat use (LR) (see 
Figure 3). Although a different grouping could have 
been used, we felt that the categories chosen were easy 
to identify, artifacts were well distributed, and the granu-
larity was sufficient to find commonalities between co-
clustered artifacts. We informally defined long-duration 
as artifact use at least once for longer than 1 minute. 
Repeat use was an artifact used more than once by the 
participant. We also propose an ‘approach’ group, but 
because ‘seen but not recognized’ artifacts were not pos-
sible to report, this category is theoretical. Long-duration 
use is hypothesized to require promoters consistently 
exceeding inhibitors throughout artifact use. For repeat 
use, novelty, learning costs, and curiosity regulating fac-
tors are minimal and previous experience becomes 
important. The 88 target artifacts consisted of four rec-
ognition, 28 SS, 18 LS, 21 SR, and 17 LR stage artifacts. 
Examples of artifacts from each stage will be provided 
to help illustrate our findings. See Figure 5 and Table 2 
for examples and Table 1 for an overview of the stages 
of use in which each regulating factor was observed.

Approach. This hypothesized use stage involves observing 
that the artifact exists, without necessarily identifying what 
data are being represented. Holmquist and Skog [34] 
proposed a similar ‘awareness’ stage. Although we do not 
have direct examples of this stage, YN’s reported ‘periodic 
table of mixology’ artifact provides some support (image 
R:C, Figure 5). This poster was incorrectly read by her to 
be the periodic table of elements and subsequently ignored, 
suggesting that it is possible to see an artifact and not exert 
the effort to identify the data being shown.
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Recognition. Examples of this stage were relatively rare 
(four target artifacts), and each was associated with a 
distinct lack of user interest about the data. Participants 
had no explicit goals and frequently had higher-priority 
tasks or time constraints. This suggests that when an 
artifact is recognized, a goal for its use is identified or 
the artifact is ignored.

Short-duration single use. SS artifacts were typically 
simplistic, personally meaningful, cognitively interesting, 
and often interspersed with a task currently being per-
formed (such as Internet surfing). Most SS artifacts used 
a familiar format, although this may be a choice of the 
artifact designers. The consequence for misinterpret-
ing the data was particularly low for this group. We also 

hypothesize, based on participant reports and previous 
research [14], that users tend to look at personally mean-
ingful data first. To progress to longer-term analysis, users 
would subsequently need to find other data of interest.

A subset of SS artifacts was not personally meaningful, 
and thus were examined only for a rudimentary under-
standing. For example, Grahame examined two stacked 
bar charts during a recorded online presentation, one 
that was relevant to her hobbies and studied extensively 
and another that was only examined until the slide auto-
matically progressed.

Some artifacts, such as Benjii’s physics charts, were 
partially examined, but higher-priority tasks cut artifact 
use short. However, we note that the simplicity of most 
SS artifacts (such as pie charts) may have enabled them 

Table 2. Artifact examples from the Promoter–Inhibitor Motivation Model stages of use and an associated description 
of activities.

Example Stage Description

Globe Recog. Broccoli reported a globe that she randomly encountered and ignored, but later recalled 
as being an artifact when filling out her journal (see image R:A, Figure 5). She stated that 
she liked the colors (aesthetic promoter), but she was doing something else at the time 
and had no purpose for the object

Immigration 
chart

SS Gravity briefly examined a magazine chart showing how the cost per apprehension of 
illegal immigrants in the United States has changed over 10 years (see image SS:A in 
Figure 5). The data were personally meaningful as Gravity had spent years living in 
Mexico. The background image attracted Gravity’s attention, and he felt that it gave 
context and improved aesthetics. Gravity misread the chart as he interpreted the data as 
the cost to handle illegal immigrants (and not per immigrant), but he was not upset about 
his misinterpretation because the data were not critical to him. Gravity presumably 
examined the chart based on curiosity, but his curiosity was probably satisfied quickly 
given that he missed some graph details. Other tasks to perform (reading the magazine) 
may have also led to the short artifact use

Earthquake 
risk map

LS Benjii encountered an earthquake risk map of her city while waiting for a lecture (see 
image LS:A, Figure 5). She explored the map, which was near the lecture hall, to fill the 
time. Her first priority was to locate her own home on the map, so personally meaningful 
information was important. She was not in a rush and continued looking at the map until 
the lecture began. The map was also sufficiently novel that it may have taken her more 
time to learn how to read it and was complex enough to allow her to continue examining it 
after her initial goal was achieved

Wolfram 
Alpha

LS 116958 examined Wolfram Alpha based on a peer recommendation, claiming in her 
journal ‘Friend described search site for charts. Used out of curiosity about the site itself. 
May not go back.’ Wolfram Alpha is an information search engine that directly provides 
topical information, including applicable graphs and charts, based on the search terms 
(see image LS:B, Figure 5). During the interviews, 116958 claimed she examined the site 
for approximately 10 minutes until she felt she understood what it did, which was her 
primary goal. This exploration was conducted during relaxed leisure time (no time 
pressure), and on the advice of a friend (secondary extrinsic goal or social promoter).

Weather 
forecast

SR Broccoli reported the weather forecast widget on her computer that she checks almost 
every day (for less than a minute) to determine what to wear (see image SR:A, Figure 5). 
Since Broccoli was very familiar with the artifact, there was no learning curve. She 
examined the widget just before leaving the house, suggesting a known time constraint

Planting 
chart

LR Gorffy regularly examined a text-based chart of plant growing times and conditions to aid 
his gardening hobby. A friend recommended the chart but he used it again probably due 
to its functionality. The chart also piqued his curiosity so he examined the artifact for what 
could be grown locally. A more detailed description of the artifact is in the text

SS: short-duration single use; LS: long-duration single use; SR: short-duration repeat use; LR: long-duration repeat use.
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to be fully explored quickly, removing curiosity, enter-
tainment, and utility promoters.

Long-duration single use. Eighteen LS artifacts were 
reported and these appear to be used only when daily 
productivity pressures are extremely decreased. These 
artifacts were personally meaningful (such as ABC’s 
map of where friends traveled and z10’s world resources 
chart); they were used for a long-duration task (116958’s 
instructions on how to put up drywall) and/or provided 
an outlet to avoid boredom (Benjii’s earthquake risk 
map). Of all reported artifacts, LS artifacts required the 
greatest (amortized) learning time, had high complexity, 
and participants gave total focus to using them. Time 
constraints and simultaneous higher-priority tasks were 
extremely rare. The longer duration suggests that user 
goals may have required more time to satisfy or that the 
user defined subsequent goals (such as NZGinger’s 
‘Maturity Through Goats’ artifact, discussed previously). 
Interestingly, goals or regulators often had an extrinsic 
component, which may also encourage longer-term use.

Short-duration repeat use. SR artifacts were predomi-
nately simple tools, orientation aids, and state monitor-
ing visualizations such as cell-phone battery icons. In 
fact, many of the SR artifacts were borderline artifacts 
because they were very simplistic. Still, 21 target artifacts 
were SR. Task times were well known and the artifacts 
were not novel. Curiosity played no role and utility 
seemed paramount. SR artifacts were often dynamic, 
thus warranting return use. Efficiency was a common 
promoter, as was usefulness and personal interest. For 
example, 116958’s Gmail was set up for optimal effi-
ciency and was monitored throughout the day.

Long-duration repeat use. LR artifacts are perhaps the 
best examples of traditional visualizations for casual 
users. Of the 17 LR target artifacts, 16 were sufficiently 
complex for long-term use, predominately used for plan-
ning or strategy, and provided a clear utility benefit. The 
sole exception was the Kabbalah Tree of Life diagram 
(see image LR:E in Figure 5), which z10 used as a frame-
work to reflect on the religious philosophy. LR artifacts 
were frequently related to strong personal meaning such 
as a hobby and were rarely examined under time con-
straints or when a higher-priority task was to be per-
formed. Interestingly, most LR artifacts had the highest 
consequences for misinterpretation, which may suggest 
that the longer use duration was necessary to verify the 
data. SR artifacts had the next highest cost for misin-
terpretation, followed by LS. LR artifacts continued to 
be useful, often because the data were dynamic, partici-
pants needed to repeatedly reference the same informa-
tion, or the artifact served multiple purposes.

Discussion
PIMM is a simplistic but effective tool for predictive 
empirical testing and provides a lens through which to 
view visualization use, potentially guiding future design. 
Here we re-examine the various aspects of the model, 
extracting tentative design and evaluation considerations. 
These suggestions need subsequent controlled verifica-
tion, which is outside the scope of this exploratory work.

Design considerations
Guiding use stages. Visualizations for casual use may 
not always be designed for LR. In many cases, such as 
ambient visualizations and dynamic real-time charts, short 
system monitoring events may be desired. For informative 
art, a single-session long-duration use seems ideal.

Recognition. Factors such as curiosity, aesthetics, social 
pressure, and familiarity can all theoretically improve the 
rate of entering this stage. Familiar visualizations should 
presumably require less effort to recognize.

Designing for long-duration versus short-duration use. 
Learning challenges are unique for first-time use, and 
thus single-use visualizations need to be easy to learn 
or familiar, especially when short-duration use is 
expected. In addition, interaction efficiency seems to 
be important for short-duration use artifacts, particularly 
those used repeatedly.

Complexity appears to be a key difference between 
short-duration and long-duration use, probably because 
learning and curiosity promoters would quickly disap-
pear with a simple artifact. A complex artifact may ini-
tially discourage use, but the extra information may 
provide more learning and utility opportunities if the 
participant is willing (see Table 1). Our results also indi-
cate that artifacts providing personally relevant informa-
tion may off-set system learning and time costs, enabling 
long-duration use.

Our results suggest that participant willingness was 
increased by extrinsic goals and pressures – another 
commonality between long-duration (LS and LR) stages. 
Furthermore, ‘time constraints’ and ‘higher-priority task’ 
inhibitors were less common for LS and LR stages.

Promoting repeat use. Single-use artifacts reported here 
are not precluded from future repeat use; however, par-
ticipants frequently stated they had no desire to examine 
them again, and we noticed clear differences from repeat-
use artifacts. Factors such as boredom avoidance, random 
encounters, curiosity, humor, aesthetics, novelty, social 
pressures, and learning effort all influenced initial artifact 
use, but these factors became less relevant or disappeared 
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when repeat uses occurred. Generally, repeat use relied 
on positive previous experiences, personal relevance, ongo-
ing utility benefits, and changing data. For short-term 
repeat use, the ability to anticipate use duration may also 
promote repeat use, enabling users to fit the activity into 
their regular routines. System learning was a less pro-
nounced inhibitor with repeat use; however, bad system 
design or bad experiences seemed to frustrate people 
more upon repeat system use.

Other design implications
Further design implications can be suggested based on our 
study findings and from the proposed model.

1. Personal relevance is critical: Personal relevance 
or interest played a major role for almost all artifacts. 
Even when the artifact topic was not highly interest-
ing (avoiding boredom), participants sought out 
how that data related to them. Providing an initial 
user-centric visualization view (when possible) 
should encourage system use.

2. Design for productive relaxation: We were sur-
prised by two common occurrences – participants 
scheduled relaxed leisure time despite their gener-
ally flexible schedules, and even when relaxing 
they wanted to be productive. Hence, artifacts that 
served no purpose, were difficult to use, or were not 
useful were ignored or barely used. These findings 
are reflected in PIMM: relaxed leisure time mini-
mizes inhibitory factors but promoters are still 
required. Relaxed leisure time may be the ideal con-
text in which to use a visualization, as these times 
are associated with a non-stressed attitude and 
curiosity-based data analysis, and participants tend 
to use an artifact for an extended time period.

3. Reduce costs to initial use: Using a familiar dis-
play format and generally reducing the learning 
effort should increase the rate of initial visualization 
use, at least to the SS stage. Novel formats need 
to be sufficiently clear to minimize learning costs 
and intimidation. This seems especially useful for 
chance visualization encounters where users have 
not determined system benefits.

4. Data context is key: Participants wanted data 
sources available, many wanted textual discussions, 
and people generally appreciated when key pat-
terns were identified for them. This contradicts 
Danziger’s [7] notion that people may prefer open-
ended explorations using a visualization. Identifying 
key patterns may reduce the cost to initial artifact 
use. Participants also preferred information to be 
organized by topic (with visualizations and text 
together). This corresponds with Danis et al.’s [16] 

findings that Many Eyes visualizations were often 
discussed on other topical sites.

5. Appeal changes over time: Curiosity, entertain-
ment, novelty, and aesthetics may all increase short-
duration initial use, but our results indicate that a 
participant’s personal interests and expectations of 
utility are the best ways to encourage repeat use. 
Providing extra details that do not distract from 
initial understanding as well as contextual informa-
tion may encourage long-duration use by piquing 
curiosity after the primary motivation has ceased. 
Systems should be simple, predictable, and efficient 
to read for quick look-up tasks (SR artifacts). This 
suggestion is consistent with Hinrichs et al.’s [35] 
museum visualization results, where curiosity and 
other users promoted initial system use and per-
sonal interest guided longer term interactions.

6. Design for goal type: For utility goals, usefulness 
should be clearly identifiable and should never be 
sacrificed for aesthetics. For learning goals, context 
and related information (e.g. references) should be 
readily available.

7. Constrain user goals: Systems used for a wide 
variety of tasks may insufficiently satisfy users 
for any given goal. Focusing the system design on 
a few tasks may therefore reduce user frustration.

Evaluation implications
PIMM suggests that the expected or desired use 
patterns (duration and frequency) need to be clearly 
identified for the appropriate evaluation of a visualiza-
tion in a casual context. For example, if a system is 
designed for LR, immediate usability tests are less criti-
cal than observing long-term use. In contrast, SR visu-
alizations require immediate usability and are more 
appropriate for experimentally controlled testing with 
no training. Furthermore, system adoption depends 
on user goals and regulating factors. The effects of 
different regulating factors can be methodically tested, 
provided user goals are constrained – a key considera-
tion for controlled studies.

Related computer use and 
motivation theories
Here we will discuss pertinent technology use and moti-
vation theories and how each relates to our proposed 
model. However, we note that these theories either pro-
vide insufficient predictive abilities, a lack of theoretical 
underpinnings, or a disregard of how factors change 
according to context, task, and user traits. Hence, this 
is the reason we propose PIMM.
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Motivation theories
Herzberg’s motivation theory [36] suggests two inde-
pendent factors for driving actions: motivating factors 
and hygiene factors. Motivating factors increase satisfac-
tion, thereby promoting an activity. Hygiene factors influ-
ence ‘dissatisfaction’, inhibiting an activity. Our inhibitors 
can be considered hygiene factors whereas promoters 
are analogous to motivation factors. Motivation is also 
typically categorized as intrinsic or extrinsic [37], and 
our model continues this tradition. We suspect that intrin-
sic motivation may have greater relevance for visualiza-
tions designed for casual use than traditional visualizations, 
because fewer extrinsic motivations, such as job perfor-
mance, are present.

Goal-setting theory
Perhaps the most relevant theory to PIMM is Locke 
and Latham’s [29] goal-setting theory. Goal-setting 
theory proposes that the task difficulty, clarity, goal com-
mitment, probability of success, and specificity of a user’s 
goals directly influence that person’s motivation to per-
form a task. Thus, contextual, user, system, and data 
factors can indirectly affect motivation, as our model 
proposes. Goal commitment in particular is directly 
related to the importance of the task and self-efficacy 
(the belief that one is capable of successfully performing 
the task), making personal interest an important factor 
in goal pursuit. This also suggests that more complex 
but understandable artifacts that challenge a user will 
be used more frequently or for longer, which our stages 
of use support. Furthermore, goal-setting theory pro-
poses that personal goal accomplishment leads to user 
satisfaction and is a primary motivating factor for artifact 
re-use; a central tenet of our model.

Technology Acceptance Model
The highly cited Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) 
[31,38] proposes that perceived usefulness (PU) and 
perceived ease of use (PEOU) are central factors influ-
encing whether an information system will be adopted. 
In relation to PIMM, we believe that PU can be consid-
ered a set of promoters such as usefulness, potential use-
fulness, and the ability to accomplish user goals, while 
PEOU is essentially represented by inhibiting factors 
such as system learning effort. Despite commonalities 
between TAM and our model, however, the simplicity 
and the generalized nature of TAM mean that it provides 
little predictive power for InfoVis use. Expansions to 
TAM typically just add additional factors; these factors 
predict initial system use and eventual regular adoption 
rather than exploring how technology is used over time 
[39]. Our proposed model also offers numerous addi-
tional regulating factors unrelated to PU or PEOU.

Task Technology Fit Model
Other technology-use theories are the Task-Technology 
Fit (TTF) Model and an extension, the Technology-to-
Performance Chain (TPC) [40]. These models contend 
that a technology is more likely to be perceived as having 
a positive effect on performance if the system’s charac-
teristics match the user’s task. A positive fit subsequently 
leads to improved performance and potential system 
use. Our study supports these theories: user frustrations 
appeared most pronounced when participants used an 
artifact for utility purposes but system efficiency was 
low. However, these models seem insufficiently precise 
for our purposes and predict technology use rather than 
how it is used over time. We feel that PIMM is more 
nuanced than TPC and TTF, as context and data source 
factors are considered. The TPC and TTF also stress 
task performance improvements, which are typically not 
a casual activity focus.

Future work
PIMM provides a theory to describe user motivations 
surrounding visualizations that are used casually. Future 
experiments should be conducted to more precisely 
determine the inter-relation of model factors, such as 
how motivation changes when regulating factors change. 
A survey of existing visualization systems and how they 
map to PIMM is perhaps a simple yet interesting follow-
up study. We are also interested in better understanding 
how source factors influence goal formulation. We would 
like to empirically test our design considerations to deter-
mine if they can be used to predict length and duration 
of use. Finally, although PIMM was limited to visualiza-
tions and visual representations of data, we suspect that 
motivation to use other systems may be similar in many 
ways. Extending the model to explain more general com-
puter system use may therefore be valuable.

Conclusion
This paper describes a cultural probe study examining 
how people use visual representations of data in their 
daily lives. We inferred that casual users continuously 
perform a perceived cost–benefit evaluation when using 
a visual representation of data. We then identified and 
categorized factors influencing artifact use as either pro-
moters (encouraging system use) or inhibitors (discour-
aging system use). We proposed PIMM, a model of 
visualization use in casual contexts based on regulating 
factors influencing motivation, and derived design con-
siderations based on this model.

Our results illustrated that artifacts were always 
used to achieve some goal, even if it was just to alleviate 
curiosity. We identified four major categories of goals: 
extrinsic, entertainment, utility, and learning. Based on 
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our observations, we suggest that designers consider the 
goal type and intended duration/number of uses, reduce 
costs to initial use (especially learning effort), increase 
initial personal relevance of the data when possible, pro-
vide clear utility, organize information topically, and 
provide context and related information, perhaps in the 
form of text summaries. Our findings open exciting new 
motivation-based research avenues, identifying goals 
and regulating factors associated with system use, which 
we hope to explore in the future.
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